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As per the challenge, I picked up one
ingredient of this glass cleaner-
ammonium hydroxide

Then I browsed through EWG's Guide to
Healthy Cleaning and Made Safe chemical
profile list.
This is what I got to know about the
ingredient:

'Ammonium hydroxide is capable of
causing necrosis of whatever tissue it
comes into contact with.' It is a sensitizer
and can also cause asthma.
Ammonia gas has some concerns for
general systemic/organ effect, damaging
the vision and allergies related to skin,
according to EWG. Its fumes are
particularly dangerous for those with
respiratory problems.
It is not only toxic for humans but also for
our environment as it has a high concern
for acute aquatic toxicity.

One of my most- used cleaning
product is this  
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AspenClean is far better than Windex clear.
AspenClean meets the 'strictest standards for the health

and transparency' of EWG. It has a good ingredient
disclosure. On the other hand, EWG has given a D grade to

Windex cleaner which means  ' it is likely hazardous to
health or environment and also have poor ingredient

disclosure.'
AspenClean is a green-labeled product which means its

production process is environmental friendly. Most of its
ingredients like water, vinegar, lactic acid, and citric acid

are of really low concern for humans and the planet .
I am soon going to replace my conventional glass cleaner

with this one.
The fact that all the windows/glasses of my house were
being cleaned by these harmful chemicals and I have
been in direct contact with these surfaces constantly,
makes me shudder.

source:
https://www.ewg.org/guides/cleaners/



check this link to the video of the recipe;
 

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEt0ofu3b
g/mnHIbh1WWeL8Vj0F7IO8lg/watch?

utm_content=DAEt0ofu3bg&utm_campaign=
designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_sourc

e=publishsharelink

GIY (GREEN IT YOURSELF)
GLASS CLEANER



source:
https://www.thespruce.com/

thebetterindia.com

 I went through Dr. Bronners recipe. All were looking amazing but I
didn't have all the ingredients available at home. Thus, I made this DIY
glass cleaner using Shruti Sunderraman (@Sundermanbegins) recipe.
All the ingredients used are apt for cleaning, humans, and the planet.
Thus, the product is completely green and eco-friendly.
Lemon is an amazing green cleaning agent. It has antibacterial
properties and acts as an antiseptic. Its smell is refreshing and makes us
feel good.
Vinegar, another household item, is a good cleaner because of its high
acidity level.
A combination of lemon and vinegar amplifies the cleaning ability of the
solution.
Cinnamon has wonderful anti-bacterial properties and makes our
homes smell good.
Baking soda is known for its deodorizing and stain removal abilities.
The final solution that came was was a little darker in color than the
conventional cleaner. But the odor that comes after cleaning with this
DIY glass cleaner is soothing. It is quite effective

 


